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Line Search = 
1-D Optimization
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If f is continuous, S is closed and bounded 
then an optimal solution exists.
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Practical 1-D Problem

Turn the knob of the
microscope to make 
image in focus.
f is how out of focus
want to get close to 0

[a,b]  range of motion of
knob (say 0 to 360) 



Golden Section Search

Method for line search or 1-d optimization 
over a bounded interval:

min f(x) s.t.  x∈[a,b]
Assumes function is unimodal on [a,b], e.g.  
There is only one min x* and f is strictly 
decreasing on (a,x*) and strictly increasingon
(x*,b).
Does not require function to be differentiable.  



Golden Section Search

Basic idea:
Economize the number of function 
evaluations by trapping a min solutions 
in  a set of nested intervals.
Begin by evaluating:
f(ao), f(lefto), f(righto), f(bo).
Where ao< lefto< righto< bo.



Interval of Uncertainty

a left bright
X*∈[left,right]

Know X* ∈ [a,right]

For f(lefto)<f(righto), there are 3 cases:

X*∈[a,left]

X*∈[right,b]

a left bright

a left bright
Not unimodal !!



Interval of Uncertainty

X*∈[left,right]

Know X* ∈ [                   ,                 ]

For f(lefto)>f(righto), there are 3 cases:

X*∈[a,left]

X*∈[right,b]



Interval of Uncertainty

X*∈[left,right]

Know X* ∈ [                   ,                 ]

For f(lefto)=f(righto), there are 3 cases:

X*∈[a,left]

X*∈[right,b]



Which interval contains x*?     

a left bright

a left bright

a left bright

f(left) < f(right)

→ [a,right]

f(left) > f(right)

f(left) = f(right)

→ [left,right]

→ [left,b]



Basic Algorithm

1. ao, bo ,f,tol, k=0
2. pick leftk, rightk
3. while [ak, bk] > tol

1. evaluate f(leftk), f(rightk) 
2. If f(left) < f(right)  then ak+1= ak, bk+1=rightk
3. else if f(left) >= f(right)  then ak+1= leftk, bk+1=bk
4. pick leftk+1, rightk+1
5. k=k+1

4. x*= (ak+bk)/2



What is best guess?

What xk will have smallest error bound 
in all cases
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How to Pick Left and Right?

Want new interval to decrease by τ
r0 = a0+τ(b0-a0) where 0< τ<1
l0 = b0-τ(b0-a0)
Assume f(l0)<f(r0) so min in [a0, r0]
New length  a0+τ(b0-a0)- a0 = τ(b0-a0)
Pick τ so we can reuse one function 
evaluation.



Choice of τ

a0 l0 b0r0

Iteration 0

a1
a0

r1
l0

b0b1
r0

l1

•Want l0 = r1 = a1+τ(b1-a1) 
= a0+τ(r0-a1)
= a0+τ(a0+τ(b0-a0) –a0)
= a0+ τ2(b0-a0) 

Iteration 1



Choice of τ Continued
Have: 
l0 = b0-τ(b0-a0)= a0 + τ2(b0-a0)
Therefore 

0=(τ2 + τ -1)(b0-a0)
Which implies 

τ is Golden Section

1 5 .618
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Golden Section Search Alg.

1. ao, bo ,f,tol, k=0
2. r0 = a0+τ(b0-a0), l0 = b0-τ(b0-a0)
3. fl=f(lk),fr=f(rk), fa=f(a0 ),fb=f(b0 ),
4. while [ak, bk] > tol

1. If f(lk) < f(rk)  then ak+1= ak, bk+1=r k
rk+1=lk,  lk+1= bk+1-τ(bk+1-ak+1),
fa=fa, fb =fr, fr=fl, fl=f( lk+1)

2. else if f(lk) >= f(rk) then ak+1= lk, bk+1=bk
lk+1= rk, rk+1=ak+1+τ(bk+1-ak+1),
fa=fl, fb =fb, fl=fr, fr=f( rk+1)

3. k=k+1
5. x*= (ak+bk)/2



Stop and do Lab 1

Lab is available from
http://www.rpi.edu/~bennek/comopt/

http://www.rpi.edu/~bennek/comopt


Challenges

Define an algorithm to optimize (1)
Does the algorithm converge?
What does it converge to?
Under what assumptions is the algorithm 
valid?
How fast does the algorithm work in theory?
How well does the algorithm work in practice?
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